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Persuasion - The Subtle ArtHow to influence people to always get YOUR way and what YOU

want***Claim your FREE Bonus Book Inside!***The â€œArt of Persuasionâ€• is synonymous with

power. If you have the talent and the skill then you can get whatever you want, wherever you go.

We all know people who are excellent at persuasion. They can literally do anything they want,

because they know how to get others to agree to do what they want. The applications of such a

talent are limitless. Itâ€™s like the Providence has placed a magic wand in your hand. Is it possible

that YOU learn this art? Is this a skill that can be appropriated, developed and perfected? The

answer is a resounding, â€œYES!â€•. Anyone can learn this art and anyone can perfect it with the

right know-how and enough practice.The question is, would you like to have the power of

influencing anyone you want or have them do exactly as you bid? If you answer in the affirmative,

this eBook is written for YOU. Everything you need to know about how to influence people to do

your bidding is explained here step by step. This is no magical cure or miracle; it is a science or skill

that you can learn and perfect.Here is your opportunity to learn how to apply persuasion skills to

have people listen to you and want to do things for you for the asking. It is not difficult if you know

how!Here's a sneak peak of some the things you will learn: What words you need to choose to win

people over to your side?What factors will compel people to comply with your requestHow to

become irresistibly popular wherever you go and get things doneWhat mistakes you need to watch

out for when you ask a favorWhat is body language and how can you apply it to influence

peopleWhat words get people to say â€œYESâ€• even when they want to say â€œNOâ€•and much,

much more!You can have this power; the power to have people literally obey you and still be happy

about it; the power that will enable you to have your way every time you want, as many times you

want. Read this eBook and learn to use the infinite power of persuasion to achieve your goals in

your personal and professional life. Take action now!!Scroll to the top and press the Buy Now with
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Really couldn't believe how comprehensive this book was. It basically contains the same info you

could learn in a $1000 course on sales, but without all the boring lectures, covering everything from

Maslow's hierarchy of needs to more advanced concepts like the chapter on "10 theories of

persuasion you need to master". This truly is a handbook for selling, persuading, or, dare I say it,

manipulating. Regardless of whether you would consider yourself good or evil, the truth is, if you

want to skyrocket your influence on others, this book will definitely get you there.

This is a fantastic, detailed book for persuading just about anyone: friends, family, colleagues and

even complete strangers. I love the way that the author provides in-depth explanations of each of

the new concepts they introduce, so that you can fully understand everything. I feel that the

information I've gained from reading this will give me a lot more confidence and will enable me to

influence a wider range of people. I think it can do the same for anyone.

This book gives a basic outline of structuring your actions based upon assumptions of human

behavior in order to produce a desired outcome. This appears to be geared toward a 'sales'

perspective, but, arguably, persuasion is simply selling an idea. While it appeared extremely basic, it



will be good for some of those simple ideas to be spelled out for beginners. It is also

thought-provoking about knowing yourself, knowing others, and trying to predict strangers.

However, I would not recommend this book based on my personal style. This book is one of

countless approaches to 'getting your way.'I docked 1 star for scattered writing. Some words were

out of order in sentences and some parts were nearly cut-off.I docked 1 star for the abundance of

information that required citations or references of some type. While I would usually let plagiarism in

some forms slide a little, there were so many specific examples that deserved a cite in some form. I

imagine the author was simply unaware, but when publishing a book either the editor or the small

print presented when self-publishing should warn about this.

Being persuasive is not always easy to many people. Some people have it, but many donâ€™t. This

book opened my eyes to different ways that I can do to be more persuasive. I actually tried one of

the tips inside and it worked to my brother. I never tricked him before into doing what I want, but

now, he gave it to me so fast. I highly recommend this book.

Happy to have read this book. This book gave an in-depth explanation on the core context of

persuasion and I was persuade by its explanation because its factual and realistic.The tips are great

to be implemented and its something that I can use from time to time to gain more confidence in

interacting with others.Helpful book and would surely recommend it.

Persuasion is a skill that can be learnt and mastered . The author of this book Hanif Raah , does an

excellent job of explanig how you can get individuals to do what you want them to do . He goes

through each chapter explaining how you can use your body and your words to influence persons

into your way of thinking . He shows you how the subtle art of persuasion can help you to achieve

your life goals , become more popular among your friends and more importantly increase your

earning ability . This book is a must read if you want to achieve more from life .

What a silly book. Don't waste your time unless you're into grand proclamations. For instance, in the

"What to Expect from Reading this book?" section, it makes claims like, "get what you want, when

you want at home, work and anywhere else; live your dream life" Keep in mind that this is the

introduction, but you're already 15% of the way through the entire book. Wow, 15% closer to your

dream life already!Do you like exaggerated use of absolutes? "Persuasion is something you need

every day, in every aspect of your life. You need persuasion skills to get your spouse [sic] do what



you want. You need persuasion skills to get your kids to do what you want... And the list can go on

forever - your boss, your colleagues, your clients, your doctor, the salesperson, the fellow

commuter, and so on."These are the genius nuggets you can expect to glean from this "book".

This is indeed a funny book. Thinking of the coolest way on getting what you want in your own

WAY. Getting always what you want. This is a mind hacks with the combination of psychology and

other Influences. A talent and a skill. Informative.
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